
Elftmann Tactical introduces the ELF 700 Precision Rifle Trigger  

 

The ELF 700 Precision Rifle Trigger is the pinnacle of drop in trigger systems for the Remington 700 and 

clone precision rifles. Designed with an externally adjustable pull weight, it is infinitely adjustable  from 

less than 2oz to over 5lbs. This trigger has the incredible feel and crisp break that ELF triggers are known 

for even at the highest weight.  One of the unique and proprietary features of this trigger, three 

aerospace grade bearings are key to the consistency and smoothness of the pull. Because the bearings 

are a pressed fit with a pressed fit shaft p ressed into a billet housing, there is absolutely no play in any 

components. Another proprietary technology is a 6 to 1 ratio roller bearing pivot arm that effectively 

eliminates any variation in set pull weight regardless of firing spring tension. Other features include an 

over-sized safety knob and an innovative internal bolt release mechanism which is optional if you are 

installing in a clone rifle. The trigger shoe is aluminum, easily adjustable, and will be available curved or 

flat.  

“The Elftmann Remi ngton 700 trigger may be the most versatile trigger available with a wide range of 

adjustment that can support hunters to competitive shooters with consistency and reliability 

without compromising safety.  

I weighed the trigger pull in the full range of ad justment to within an ounce time and time again. The 

release is amazingly consistent and smooth every single shot. The adjustable trigger shoe, bolt release 

and oversize safety also support ease of manipulation under all shooting conditions. W hether I'm using 

it for competition, law enforcement application, hunting or recreational shooting this trigger does it all 

for me.” 

-Phil Hayes – Prior USMC, 28 years Law Enforcement Tactical Operations and firearms instruction, NRA 

long range High Master and Distingu ished Rifleman.  

Other products currently produced by Elftmann Tactical include the AR Platform triggers they have 

become famous for , the only push-type AR-15 safety selector and the only AR platform anti -walk/anti-

rotation pins that can be installed and re moved without tools. The ELF Ultralight Aluminum Stock  is the 

lightest all metal adjustable  stock produced today, weighing in at a trim 5.2oz.  Innovative features 

include ease of adjustment over the entire length of the buffer tube and silent operation - a simple turn 

of the knob allows full adjustment and when tightened, it is rock solid with absolutely no rattle.  The 

warranty on all Elftmann Products is 100% satisfaction for life and unconditional.  

Elftmann’s product designer, Art Elftmann, is hard at work churning out innovative new designs and 

challenging the status quo. Stay tuned for some exciting new developments in the near future! 

For more information visit www.elftactical.com  or stop by Shot Show booth 3851 
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